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Abstract—Utilising association rule discovery to learn
classifiers in data mining is known as Associative
Classification (AC). In the last decade, AC algorithms
proved to be effective in devising high accurate classification
systems from various types of supervised data sets. Yet,
there are new emerging trends and that can further enhance
the performance of current AC methods or necessitate the
development of new methods. This paper sheds the light on
four possible new research trends within AC that could
enhance the predictive performance of the classifier or their
quality in terms of rules. These possible research directions
are considered starting research points for other scholars in
rule based classification in data mining.

Research studies for instance [5] have shown that AC
mining has two distinguishing features over other
traditional classification approaches. The first one is that
it produces very simple knowledge (rules) that can be
easily interpreted and manually updated by the end-user.
Secondly, this approach often finds additional useful
hidden information and therefore the error rate of the
resulting classifier is minimised. The motivation of this
article is to highlight future research directions and
emerging trends related to AC. These can be considered
as starting points that can be addressed by future research
works in data mining to further enhance the performance
of current AC algorithms.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: The AC
problem and its solution scheme are discussed in Section
2. Section 3 is devoted to the different new trends and
possible research directions in AC. Finally conclusions
are demonstrated in Section 4.



Index Terms—artificial intelligence, associative classification,
classification, research trends

I.

INTRODUCTION

Two data mining tasks specifically classification and
association rule are correlated in which association rule
finds relationships among attribute values in a database
whereas classification’s goal is allocating class labels to
test data [1], [2]. When these tasks are merged the result
is Associative Classification (AC) which employs
association rule to only discover the rules and adds on top
of that additional steps, i.e. (sorting, pruning, and
prediction) [3].
Normally, an AC algorithm operates in three main
phases. During the first phase, it looks for hidden
correlations among the attribute values and the class in
the input data and generates them as “Class Association
Rule” (CARs) in “IF-THEN” format [4]. After the
complete set of CARs are found, ranking and pruning
procedures (phase 2) start operating where the ranking
procedure sorts rules according to certain thresholds such
as confidence and support. Further, during pruning,
useless rules are discarded from the complete set of
CARs. The output of phase 2 is the set of CARs which
represents the classifier. Lastly, the classifier derived gets
tested on new independent data set to measure its
effectiveness in forecasting the class of unseen test cases.
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Figure 1. The general life cycle of the AC algorithm

II.

ASSOCIATIVE CLASSIFICATION

AC in data mining is rule based learning approach that
joins association rule and classification together. This
approach had come to surface as a promising research
discipline in a paper titled “Integrating classification and
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association rule” [6]. In AC, the training phase (rule
learning) is about searching for hidden knowledge among
the attribute values and the class and then the classifier is
constructed after sorting the knowledge and pruning
redundant knowledge. Many research studies, i.e. [7], [8],
revealed that AC usually extracts good classifiers with
reference to error rate. The AC algorithm life cycle is
depicted in Fig. 1.

passing over the initial training data set, and generating
the possible candidate ruleitems at iteration N from
results derived at iteration N - 1 and so forth. The
minsupp and minconf are utilised as sharp lines to
discriminate among rulesitems at each iteration. Further,
two new parameters are introduced named Clonal_rate
and Max_generation. The clonal_rate (defined below)
denotes the rate at which items in the candidate rules at
given generation are extended, and it is proportional to
the rule confidence.

A. The AC Problem Statement
Given a training data set D, which has n distinct
attributes A1, A2, …, An and C is a list of classes. The
number of cases in D is denoted |D|. An attribute may be
categorical (where each attribute takes a value from a
known set of possible values) or continuous. For
categorical attributes, all possible values are mapped to a
set of positive integers. In the case of continuous
attributes, any discretisation method can be applied. The
goal is to construct a classifier from D, e.g. Cl : A  C ,
which can forecast the class of test cases where A is the
set of attribute values and C is the set of classes.
The majority of AC algorithms mainly depend on a
threshold called minsupp which represents the frequency
of the attribute value and its associated class
(AttributeValue, class) in the training data set from the
size of that data set. Any attribute value plus its related
class that passes minsupp is known as a frequent ruleitem,
and when the frequent ruleitem belongs to a single
attribute, it is said to be a frequent 1-ruleitem. Another
important threshold in AC is the minconf, which can be
defined as the frequency of the attribute value and its
related class in the training data set from the frequency of
the attributes value in the training data.
III.

Clonal _ rate 

(1)

n

 conf (r )
i 1
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where n is the number of rules at the current iteration, and
the clonal_rate is a predefined user parameter. Once the
candidate rules are extracted, they are tested on the
training data keeping only those that have one or more
training example(s) coverage. The algorithm terminates
once the complete training data set is covered or the
Max_generation condition has been met (often set to 10).
The candidate rules that have training data coverage are
kept in the classifier. The AIS-AC algorithm applies the
rules in the classifier on the test data similar to CBA
prediction method.
Recently, another AIS based on AC called AC-CS was
proposed in [5]. This algorithm follows the same track of
the previously described AIS-AC and it uses the same
strategies in deriving the rules and classifying test data.
One simple difference between AC-CS and AIS-AC is
that AC-CS builds the candidate rules in generations per
class rather than at once and then merges each class rules
set before evaluating the complete set of rules on the
training data to determine the classifier.
Empirical evaluations using a limited number of UCI
data sets indicated that the AIS algorithm is highly
competitive in accuracy and execution time to the
“Predictive Apriori” algorithm which is a simplified
version of CBA that primarily uses Apriori algorithm for
extracting the rules without pruning.

NEW TRENDS AND FUTURE AC RESEARCH
PROBLEMS

A. Immune Systems Based AC
One of the effective learning approaches that has been
originated from the Natural Immune System (NIS) and
have successfully applied in optimization, online security
and data mining is Artificial Immune System (AIS). As a
matter fact, AIS has been utilised in classification
problem in last decade and devised a competitive
performance results in accuracy rate. Examples of known
classification algorithms that are based on AIS are clonal
selection and negative selection. We believe that AIS can
be used in AC especially to minimise the search space for
rules by reducing the number of candidate rules.
Hereunder, two attempts in using AIS within AC have
been outlined.
There have been some initial attempts to adapt the
learning methodology of NIS especially the clonal
selection in AC context that have resulted in an algorithm
named artificial immune system-associative classification
(AIS-AC). The AIS-AC algorithm was proposed in 2005
and extended in 2009 and follows the evolutionary
process by reducing the search space of the candidate
rules by keeping just high predictive rules. This process is
accomplished by extracting frequent 1-ruleitems after
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B. Test Data Training
Lazy AC as an approach was originated to maximize
the predictive power of classifiers by minimising rule
filtering to only candidate rules that wrongly cover
training data while building the classifier. Recently, [9],
[10] have proposed a new lazy approach in AC mining
that primarily depends on the test data attribute values in
reducing the rules set applicable to the test data in the
classification step. Hereunder, we briefly shed the light
on two different lazy learning methodologies and
introduce an important issue in classification related to
delaying learning rules until the classification step. This
can be seen as a possible research starting point to
minimise the search space for candidate rules.
The first learning methodology in lazy AC focuses on
minimizing candidate rules filtering process aiming to
accomplish high performance classifiers in regards to
accuracy rate. Precisely, lazy AC algorithms that follow
this methodology like L3G discard only candidate rules
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instance may belong to several classes and therefore we
can assign weights or class memberships in particular
when classes overlap in the training data. Thus, the
decision maker can distinguish easily to which the input
data belongs to or can merge multiple classes together to
come up with new class label. Secondly, some of the
rules in the classifier will be connected to set of classes
and therefore calibration can assist in prioritising these
classes (Ranking).

that have wrong classification when evaluating rules in
the process of building the classifier. Meaning, while
evaluating rules on the training data to choose the best
ones, all rules that either a) have correct classification on
the training data or b) have not covered any training data,
are stored in the classifier. The rules that correctly cover
at least one training data are stored in a primary storage,
and the rules that have no training data coverage are kept
in a lower secondary storage. These two storages together
are simply the classifier. Now, when the classification
process of test data starts, rules in the primary storage are
checked and when none of them is able to classify the test
data rules in the secondary storage are utilised instead of
the default class rule. This approach normally produces
very large classifiers which may restrict its utilisation for
applications.
A different approach was proposed in [9], [10] which
allows both training and testing examples to play a role in
assigning the class to the test data. This learning
methodology claims that deriving all candidate rules in
the training phase could be problematic in cases when the
minsupp is set to low values. Thus, suggesting using the
test data attribute values as valuable information to
reduce the search space of applicable rules. This reduces
the dimensionality of the training data though it requires
learning from part of the training data and for each test
data repeatedly similar to Naïve bayes even if data are not
partitioned with respect to class labels as in Naïve bayes
algorithm.

D. Non Confidence Based Learning
The key element, which controls the number of rules
produced in AC is the support threshold. If the support is
set to a large value, normally the number of extracted
rules is very limited, and many rules with high
confidence will be missed. This may lead to discarding
important knowledge that could be useful in the
classification step. To overcome this problem, one has to
set the support threshold to a very small value. However,
this usually involves the generation of massive number of
classification rules, where many of which are useless
since they hold low support and confidence values. This
large number of rules may cause severe problems such as
overfitting.
[11], [12] argued that the rule confidence which is the
main criteria for selecting the classifier could be
misleading in some cases especially since the rule with
the largest confidence is chosen to predict the test case in
the test data set. So, instead of computing the confidence
from the training data set as most AC methods, the test
data should be considered in favouring rules during the
prediction phase. Therefore, the authors proposed a
measure of rule goodness called “predictive confidence”
which is based on statistical information in the test data
set (the frequencies of the test cases applicable to a rule).
The new predictive confidence based AC approach is
called AC-S. This approach is required to calculate the
rule (R) “confidence decrease” = R(Conf(Training)) –
R(Conf(Testing)) in order to estimate the predictive
confidence for each rule before predicting test cases.
The AC-S algorithm depends on several parameters
that must be known at the time of prediction and for each
test case before the algorithm chooses the most applicable
rule to the test case. Precisely, the support and confidence
for each candidate rule must be computed and from both
the training and testing data sets so that AC-S can be able
to estimate the predictive accuracy for each rule. This
indeed is time consuming and can be a burden in
circumstances where the training data set is highly
correlated. Further, it is impractical to estimate the
support and confidence for each rule in the testing data
set in advance since we don’t know which rule will be
used for prediction. Yet, we can utilise the test data
during the prediction step to narrow down candidate rules.
This can be seen a new research path for enhancing the
current “predictive confidence” approach. A comparison
between AC-S and other known AC algorithms such as
CBA, CBA (2) and CMAR was conducted against some
UCI data sets. The results of the accuracy showed that
AC-S is competitive to CBA, though CBA (2) and
CMAR algorithms derived higher quality classifiers than
AC-S.

C. Calibration
Accuracy is one of the main metrics used in
classification algorithms in data mining to favour an
algorithm over others for certain data sets. In fact, most
of classification problems such as credit card scoring,
website classification, weather forecasting, etc., use
accuracy or its complement one-error-rate as the main
evaluation metric to distinguish among classification
algorithms. Though, certain applications like costsensitive classification, Information Retrieval ranking in
search engines, and text categorization for digital libraries,
may require additional information beside classification
accuracy such as class membership probabilities per test.
So in calibrated AC approach, the derived rules per test
data are used to describe the training data set and these
rules are utilised to compute the class membership
probabilities. When the rules are accurate calibrated AC
algorithms assumes that the estimated class membership
probabilities are also accurate and can be generalised.
There are many classic rule based and non-rule based
approaches in classification that have employed
calibration. Some of which are SVM, decision trees, and
probabilistic. In AC, one calibrated approach has been
used AC, i.e. [10]. We believe that calibration is an
important issue that should be studied extensively in AC
simply since initial results revealed good predictive
performance if compared to other current algorithms.
Furthermore, for multiple label classification including
the class membership probabilities are much more useful
than single label classification because of two reasons.
Firstly, in multi-label classification, the input data
©2015 Engineering and Technology Publishing
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Several AC algorithms have been developed in the
research literature in the last few years where most of
which outperform other rule based classification
approaches such as decision trees and rule induction.
Nevertheless and since the fast development in the area of
rule based classification new research problems rise
which require taking care of by researchers in the same
domain. In this paper, we highlighted four important
research trends and applications that may need to be
treated by AC algorithms to further enhance the
performance of current algorithms. Primarily, this article
addressed Artificial Immune AC, Calibration AC,
Learning from the test data set, and non-support based
learning. We believe that these areas require careful
consideration and be researched further by scholars in
rule based classification.
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